
How to use demand data for… SALES

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted

by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Parrot Analytics’ demand data helps gauge the demand that owned content drives in each 

market to capitalize on its popularity.  The chart below illustrates a Demand Monetization 

Index—comparing the monetization of each show with its demand in any given market.  It 

uncovers shows that were successfully monetized (earned more than their demand warranted) 

while highlighting shows that were undersold (had far more demand than monetization).

Prevent Potential Revenue Loss 

Business Questions:

• How do I prevent under-selling my content across international markets?

Monetization of Audience Demand for Content
in Different Countries

Parrot Analytics enables this 

type of analysis by aligning a 

client’s license price, per 

number of minutes sold and 

per license duration in days, 

with demand to create 

a standardized, cross-

platform measure of revenue. 

The results in this example 

show Markets #1 and #2 were 

successfully monetized.  All 

the rest were undersold: The 

popularity for the content in 

those markets can be used to 

make the case for a higher 

price, and prevent revenue 

loss.

Arming sales teams with demand data prior to negotiations will minimize undervaluing 

shows, and avoid a potential loss of revenue.
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